
Agenda Board of Directors 28/07/2010

Attendees:

- Jeanmarie Maes (president)
- Noa Orizales (communication director)
- Frederik Questier (research & innovation director)
- Stefaan Vanbillemont (treasurer)
- Hans de Bisschop (software director)
- Yannick Warnier (secretary)

Items to be discussed

PDF statutes all OK
receipts are OK but (YW) should indicate
Stefaan - procedure for accepting new members - new issue (Noa's example is just an example for now). Create a new 
newsletter - procedure before 25th - 3 news will be sent - add the procedure to the wiki
common projects marketplace - discuss it next meeting
just mentioning not to use Dokeos on chamilo.org (assigned to yannick to put warning on the forum saying we're not responsible)
filtering on chamilo.org with mollom - Frederik will check mollom
1.8.7.1 is releasing tomorrow, then 1.8.8
2.0 august 18th / 19th code sprint (rights mgmt and anonymous user, translation, doc, more testing, assessment tool, gradebook,
...), package 11th october, 15th nov package RC, 6th december. Progress: pkg manager (general pkg repository like debian, update,
install, etc separately, content objects also upgradable), views (slideshows, calendar, ...), HoGent: wiki rewritten, gradebooks,
assessments, course templates, reporting, good looks, generalizing the notion of "repository" after looking at other LMSes. Sven
works on migration, Hans works on repository.
SVB one extra point: organizing more friday sessions sept+oct 2010
YW: talking about meetings
SVB: suggests we have a page like http://drupal.org/node/9067 to make sure people can promote chamilo
SVB: suggets we have a chamilo shop (not urgent)
SVB: for next meeting: try a todo list for next month and next year

Partial log of the important elements of the chat
[Stefaan - 03:21:02 PM]  http://www.ejustice.just.fgov.be/tsv_pdf/2010/06/30/10095530.pdf
[Stefaan - 03:22:00 PM]  http://support.chamilo.org/projects/board/wiki/ContidosDixitais2010
[Noa - 03:22:18 PM] For me here in Spain it is enough, even it will not allow to reduce the vat taxes
[Noa - 03:22:45 PM] It will work out fine as a receip.
[...]
[Stefaan - 03:27:32 PM]  http://support.chamilo.org/projects/board/issues
[...]
[Stefaan - 03:30:41 PM] can everybody agree on the 'support ticket' procedure?
[...]
[Noa - 03:33:48 PM] And what about the payment
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[Noa - 03:33:56 PM] Paypal, bank tranfer...???
[Noa - 03:34:10 PM] if we start inviting new members we need to know how to charge them
[Stefaan - 03:34:55 PM] paypal account created yesterday
[Noa - 03:35:50 PM] If we invite from now on, until we manage paypal, we have to say that they pay with a bank tranfer?
[...]
[Frederik - 03:37:04 PM] You need 2500 Euro on account for credit card at Argenta
[Frederik - 03:37:08 PM] it's mastercard
[...]
[Noa - 03:37:12 PM] no invitation can be send , ok?
[Noa - 03:37:19 PM] Until you check that with the bank
[Stefaan - 03:37:58 PM] at the moment only bank transfers
[...]
[Stefaan - 03:45:37 PM] can somebody write a small wiki page about this on  http://support.chamilo.org/projects/board/wiki
[Noa - 03:45:11 PM] I have to apolgyze because It was me who had organized this better but some problems didn´t let me do it rigth, but I
promise you all be warned before it´s too late
[...]
[Stefaan - 03:52:31 PM]  http://support.chamilo.org/projects/marketplace/issues
[...]
[Stefaan - 03:55:35 PM] so basicly, all effective/admitted members should get access to that marketplace?
[...]
[Frederik - 03:58:06 PM] Marketplace is nice idea. Can be huge if opened up completely. Micro-financing with many many small funders
like  http://kiva.org
[...]
[Yannick - 09:04:43 AM]  http://support.chamilo.org/projects/chamilo/wiki/Filtering_users_on_the_website
[Stefaan - 04:06:12 PM] ok .. i will try to spend more time on that
[Stefaan - 04:06:38 PM] can't we add some more checks during the registration process?
[...]
[Yannick - 09:07:06 AM] mollom
[Stefaan - 04:07:20 PM]  http://drupal.org/project/mollom
[...]
[Stefaan - 04:14:48 PM] 8/19 august: Chamilo code / documentation / test sprint @ Hogent
[Stefaan - 04:14:57 PM] 18/19 august
[Stefaan - 04:15:12 PM] 11/18 october: Beta 2 release
[Stefaan - 04:15:37 PM] 15/22 november: Release Candidate
[Stefaan - 04:15:56 PM] 1/6 december: Stable Release
[...talking about other platforms...]
[Frederik - 04:22:22 PM] but Chisimba sounds strong. Will need to test it myself
[...
[Stefaan - 04:24:40 PM] campus plugin:  http://chamilo18x.openelo.be/index.php
[...]
[Yannick - 09:25:37 AM] that makes me think... we have a full french manual for 1.8.7 (rewritten from scratch to avoid dependency on D
manual)
[Yannick - 09:25:56 AM] and an admin manual (distinct versions) in Spanish and French
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[...]
[Hans - 04:26:33 PM] @Frederik: I'll look up the info on the open standards for inter-reposiotry communication and will mail it to you as
soons as possible
[Yannick - 09:27:31 AM] it's great but represents *a lot* of work and in my experience this has always been "dropped" on me
[jmm - 04:27:32 PM] this should also be the basis of the help pages in 2.0
[...]
[Stefaan - 04:32:27 PM]  http://www.ohloh.net/p/compare?metric=Activity&project_0=Dokeos&project_1=Chamilo
[...]
[Stefaan - 04:35:54 PM]  http://drupal.org/node/9067
[...]
[Stefaan - 04:36:47 PM]  http://www.cafepress.com/chamilo
[...]
[Frederik - 04:41:51 PM] Probably I'm flying to China around that date for a month
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